Abstract: This work addresses the problem of human activity identification in an ubiquitous 1 environment, where data is collected from a wide variety of sources. In our approach, after filtering 2 noisy sensor entries, we learn user's behavioral patterns and activities' sensor patterns through 
. Activities recorded in the dataset Activity's ID Activity's name Frequency Act01
Take medication 7 Act02
Prepare breakfast 7 Act03
Prepare lunch 6 Act04
Prepare dinner 7 Act05
Breakfast 7 Act06
Lunch 6 Act07 Dinner 7 Act08
Eat a snack 5 Act09
Watch TV 6 Act10
Enter the SmartLab 12 Act11
Play a videogame 1 Act12
Relax on the sofa 1 Act13
Leave the SmarLab 9 Act14
Visit in the SmartLab 1 Act15
Put waste in the bin 11 Act16
Wash hands 6 Act17
Brush teeth 21 Act18
Use the toilet 10 Act19
Wash dishes 2 Act20
Put washing into the washing machine 6 Act21
Work at the table  2  Act22  Dressing  15  Act23 Go to the bed 7 Act24
Wake up 7
In the research literature, most of the approaches for activity recognition use supervised machine 35 learning techniques, as stated in [3] . Stiefmeier et al. [4] use Hidden Markov Models and Mahalanobis 36 distance based classifiers to identify different assembly and maintenance activities from a combination 37 of motion sensor data and hands tracking data. Berchtold et al. [5] apply fuzzy inference based models 38 in an online learning setting to perform classification of personalizable movement activities using 39 phone accelerometer data and some user feedback. Sefen et al. [6] publish a comparison between 40 several classification algorithms, like Support Vector Machines, Decision Trees, Naive Bayes and 41 k-Nearest Neighbors, to perform real-time identification of fitness exercises. Hammerla et al. [7] 42 study and compare Deep Learning models Convolutional and Recurrent Neural 43 Networks) using movement data from wearable sensors.
44
There are also less common strategies using unsupervised and semi-supervised learning. Huynh 45 et al. [8] use probabilistic topic models to learn activity patterns from wearable sensor data 46 and recognize daily routines as combinations of those patterns. Stikic and Schiele [3] present a semi-supervised method to recognize activities in partially labeled data using multi-instance learning
48
and Support Vector Machines with the aim of automating the process of labeling. Kwon et al. [9] 49 compare k-Means, mixture of Gaussian and DBSCAN clustering methods to distinguish activities in 50 unlabelled data and unknown number of activities. The reader can find more extensive information 51 about other applied methods in [10] [11] [12] [13] .
52
Because of the nature of the dataset under study, our approach is based on finite states machines, 53 regular expressions and pattern recognition. We have divided the process of HAR into three main 54 steps. In the first one, we filter the data to remove noise (Section 2). The second step involves training 55 the model with data from the seven available days (Section 3). Finally, we use this model to predict activities (Section 4) and discuss the results obtained for the test set (Section 5). In Section 6 we 57 detail the conclusions drawn after seeing the correct predictions, and we describe some possible 58 improvements that would allow our algorithm to perform better.
59

Filtering Step
60
Going through the training data, one can easily spot sensor data that cannot possibly be accurate.
61
For example, the floor capacitance data indicating that the user was "jumping" from the bedroom to 62 the kitchen and back in less than one second. After removing these abnormal entries, we went on to Then one can build the following graph, in which each node is an activity and the edges are only for one node, namely, the one representing Activity 24). Moreover, each state has a "begin" and 89 an "end" probability (the probability of starting/finishing the morning with that particular activity).
90
We draw in red those states that have a "begin" probability greater than zero and in gray those with 91 non-zero "end" probabilities. Note that in the morning, the user starts his routine every day in the 92 same way (with Activity 24: Wake up), but it may end it up either working at the table (Activity 21) or 93 leaving the SmartLab (Activity 13).
94
The afternoon automaton is represented in Figure 3 . One can see that it is more complex than the As we have already mentioned, we also stored, for each activity performed, the stream of 102 sensor readings that occurred during that particular activity. In the second part of the training 103 phase, we described by means of a regular expression each of the twenty four activities. This was a 104 semi-supervised process. First, we learned an automaton for each activity based on the examples we 105 had, then we converted it into a regular expression, which was eventually hand-tweaked to be more or 106 less general, depending on our perception of how each activity should be performed.
107
For example, the activity Put waste in the bin (Act15), which appeared eleven times in the training 108 set, had the recordings listed in Figure 5 (left); its Prefix Tree Acceptor is depicted in Figure 5 (center), 
112
[ The regular expression for Put waste in the bin (Act15) is therefore (C 01 |C 08 ) * M 01 M 01 . Note that 113 there are only magnetic contact sensors listed in the recordings for this activity, and no motion sensor 114 seems to be active. The reason is that we have decided to ignore those entries due to their high level of 115 noise. We only include them whenever there is no other indication. The regular expressions obtained 116 for each activity are listed in Table 3 . Finally, in this step we also elaborate a "map" of possible locations for each activity (using the 118 floor capacitance information), where the radius of each point on the map depends on the occurrence 119 frequency of that respective tile within that particular activity (we include these maps in the Appendix
120
A of this document as Figure A1 ).
121
The set of tiles obtained for each activity will be used in the very end to fine-tune the time intervals 
Prediction step
125
The prediction step is also divided into two main parts. In the first one, the algorithm takes as input 126 the sensors file of a specific routine for one particular day (for example, 2017-11-09-A-sensors.csv),
127
and the weighted finite automaton generated for that particular routine (in this example, the one 128 represented in Figure 2 ). The sensors files are mapped into the respective sequence of sensors 129 (SM 4 SM 4 C 14 C 09 SM 4 SM 4 C 09 C 09 C 09 SM 1 . . .). We have implemented a filtering function that erases all 130 motion sensors (C 14 C 09 C 09 C 09 C 09 . . .). We use the unfiltered string only when necessary (basically, 131 when the next action predicted by the automaton is Act05, Act06, Act07, Act12 or Act21), always 132 making sure to keep track of changes in both strings.
133
The algorithm always tries to match first the action that has the highest probability. This holds 134 also for the very first action, although in the morning there was only one possibility (in our example, The algorithm proceeds by trying to match all states with non-zero probabilities, checking first the 142 ones with higher values (following the example, the algorithm would try first Act18, then Act16, and 143 only if none of them matches, Act02). In this case the winner is Act16 (regular expression: C with Act09, it would incorrectly predict that the user is watching TV, while the presence of the Remote 154 XBOX (C 07 ) clearly indicates that the user is playing a videogame.
155
The next state that the algorithm tries to match after an "unforseen" event is the one that the user Table 3 ). Since neither Act11 nor Act09 match, the algorithm proceeds to check Act14 and succeeds
162
(for this particular activity, the filtered version of the sequence of sensors is used 
Performance evaluation
171
The main goal of the 1st UCAmI Cup was to achieve the highest possible level of performance,
172
and accuracy was the metric chosen for assessing the quality of a given solution. Our software was 173 able to correctly identify 485 out of 535 activities, corresponding to an overall 90.65% accuracy. In 174   Table 4 we offer detailed information about the performance obtained by our method for each day and 175 segment of the testing set.
176 Table 4 . Accuracy of our solution for each day and segment of the testing set With one notable exception, to which we will return in Section 6, our proposed solution achieves accuracy rates between 84.06% (the evening of day 3) and 96.61% (same day, morning segment). Going 178 through the file of results and comparing it to what our software produced, we could see that the vast majority of the errors came from having incorrectly predicted starting and ending times for our actions.
180
There are actually only two exceptions. In one case (evening of day 1), the labeled dataset says that after 181 dressing up (Activity 22), the inhabitant interrupted Activity 23: Go to bed to use the toilet (Activity 182 18): Act22-Act23-Act18-Act23, while our software found a slightly different sequence of activities:
183
Act22-Idle-Act18-Act23. In the other case (afternoon of day 3), apart from a faulty transcription of 184 the output of the algorithm into the excel file, both the order and the timing of half of the activities 185 detected was completely wrong.
186
We would like to point out that the measure used to evaluate solutions was, in our opinion, biased.
187
In order to justify our claim, let us clarify the way in which the final score was calculated. one point to the total count if this activity was in the list of "correct" activities, and zero otherwise.
192
Of course, a correct solution would always get one point. Unfortunately, incomplete solutions are 193 somewhat arbitrarily rated, as we shall shortly see.
194
Take for example the case in which the solution given states that during a particular time slot T 0 ,
195
ActX ends and ActY starts (see Table 5 ). If the labeled test confirms that ActX ends indeed during time there is no problem, the event still gets one point for correctly identifying ActX ending in T 1 . As in the 205 case of the hypothetical situation described for Case B of time slot T 0 , the fact that ActX takes longer 206 than it should, would be in this case penalized in the evaluation process (Case B of time slot T 1 ).
207
We are aware that having to evaluate a continuous process from a discrete perspective involves 208 by default losing precision, and that there is no perfect way around it. Nevertheless, we believe that 209 one way to address the above mentioned inconsistencies is to consider as being correct only those 210 time slots that coincide entirely (i.e., the list of activities returned by the solution in a given time slot is 211 exactly the same as the list of activities in the labeled test set). Our solution would get, in this case,
212
an overall accuracy of 87.10% (466 out of 535), with the situation per segment and day described in 213 place were encountered by the algorithm?), formally defined below: 
